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Wrens Plant Celebrates 50 Years
Wrens, GA. October 25, 2016 – More than 160 employees and guests gathered at a luncheon
celebrating fifty years of the Wrens operation. Charles Newsome, Plant Manager, reflected on
the occasion, “The Wrens Plant is focused on fine particle high brightness kaolin, and our
technology, quality and teamwork have contributed to make KaMin the world leader for this
type of clay. This has been the key to our past success and a sustainable future for our
operation.”
Guests at the celebration viewed a video featuring
reminisces by retired employees, including the two
original employees of the Wrens operation. Town
officials and suppliers recounted the contributions by
the Wrens plant to the community and their long term
success. Current employees reflected on the values of
the Company, their pride in being part of the team,
and desire to be part of its future success.
Harlan T. Archer, President, remarked, “We are so very
proud of the fine work done by our employees
through the years at the Wrens plant. Today, we ship
Wrens’ products to hundreds of customers in fifty
countries around the world, who are using our clay to make countless different products that
we use every day. It is exciting to see the success we have achieved during our first fifty years,
and I look forward to watching the continued growth and future achievements from this great
team.”
About KaMin LLC and CADAM S.A. – With over 80 years of experience in mining and processing kaolin clay,
KaMin delivers value to customers worldwide with high quality kaolin solutions for the most demanding
applications. KaMin mines and produces its kaolin in the US at three Georgia plants – Macon, Sandersville and
Wrens – and at its CADAM S.A. subsidiary in Brazil. KaMin has been recognized not only as a leader in product
quality and export volumes, but also in its safe mining practices for many consecutive years.

